LEARN TO SPEAK BUSINESS

MODULE 3

Marketing
Many managers and employees
find it difficult to understand fastchanging market conditions. A
strategic
marketing
approach
enables them to analyze their market,
draw conclusions, and define actions.
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clear marketing strategy, it is unlikely
to achieve your business objectives.
With this in mind, the marketing
module helps you to effectively and
efficiently build your organization’s
marketing strategy.

A major shift in marketing is the
change in orientation from product
to customer. That means it is crucial
to define your marketing strategy
and activities from a customer’s
point of view. Unfortunately, this is
often difficult for organizations due
to a lack of marketing knowledge,
budget, and skills. However, without a
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Strategic marketing knowledge and skills
are crucial in a strong, dynamic, and
competitive market.
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The module starts with a market
analysis based on the 5 C’s of
marketing: company, collaborators,
customers, competitors, and context.
Why? Because it is essential to
have insight into the strategic
parties that operate in your market.
Moreover, you must understand
their interests to assess whether
they
have
complementary
or
conflicting interests. The next step
is to understand the STP process:
segmentation,
targeting,
and
positioning. This process helps you
to gain insight into the elements that
play a role in the market and how you
can use these to create a competitive
advantage.

The aim of the marketing module in
the Learn to speak business program
is to provide you with the tools you
need to identify relevant strategic
market players and their interests.
You have access to videos, articles,
and templates aligned with the 5 C’s
of marketing and the STP process.
The templates help you to document
the relevant strategic information
about your organization. After all,
strategic marketing knowledge and
skills are crucial in a strong dynamic
and competitive market. The learning
outcome of the module is a marketing
strategy for your organization,
including a uniquely competitive and
customer-oriented value proposition.
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